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•• Invasive plant listsInvasive plant lists

-- all include species already presentall include species already present
-- some  include species not yet presentsome  include species not yet present

•• Status AssessmentsStatus Assessments of species already of species already 
present present –– important use of distribution dataimportant use of distribution data

•• Purpose, intended audience, level of Purpose, intended audience, level of 
precaution, desired product?precaution, desired product?

•• Understanding tradeUnderstanding trade--offs of ease versus offs of ease versus 
robustnessrobustness
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1.1. Single criterion Single criterion –– decided by committeedecided by committee

2.2. General, nonGeneral, non--quantitative, yes/no criteriaquantitative, yes/no criteria

Connecticut Connecticut Invasive Plant CriteriaInvasive Plant Criteria

1.1. NonNon--indigenous to Connecticutindigenous to Connecticut
2.2. NaturalizedNaturalized
3.3. Have the biologic potential for rapid and Have the biologic potential for rapid and 

widespread dispersion and establishmentwidespread dispersion and establishment
7.7. Have numerous individuals in many populations Have numerous individuals in many populations 
8.8. Be able to outBe able to out--compete other species in the same compete other species in the same 

natural plant community natural plant community 
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1.1. Single criterion Single criterion –– decided by committeedecided by committee

2.2. General, nonGeneral, non--quantitative, yes/no criteriaquantitative, yes/no criteria

3.3. Multiple criteria, often multiMultiple criteria, often multi--choice, general choice, general 
documentation expecteddocumentation expected

4.4. As 3 but scores for some responses allow As 3 but scores for some responses allow 
ranking of speciesranking of species

5.5. As 4 but using siteAs 4 but using site--specific, replicated, field specific, replicated, field 
observationsobservations
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20 detailed 
multiple-
choice 
questions 
grouped by 
topic



11. Proportion of Potential Range Currently Occupied 
This question compares (a) the species’ current generalized range within 
the region of interest with (b) the potential generalized range it is 
considered to be capable of occupying if it is not prevented from 
spreading. For mixed-status species, only its present and potential non-
native range within the region should be considered. 

Select the single-letter answer (A,B, C, or D) that best characterizes the 
species, or an answer range (AB, BC, CD, AC, or BD) if only some
answers can be eliminated, or else ‘U’ (Unknown) if none of the four 
answers have been eliminated. However, if you have not substantially 
considered the question, leave the answer null. Document your response 
with a text comment summarizing information considered (with examples), 
and include citations to information sources. 

A. High significance. Less than 10% of potential range currently occupied 
B. Moderate significance. 10-30% of potential range currently occupied 
C. Low significance. 30-90% of potential range currently occupied 
D. Insignificant. Greater than 90% of potential range currently occupied 
U. Unknown. 





Risk assessmentsRisk assessments
•• Prediction of risk Prediction of risk 

–– Predict establishment and spread based on common Predict establishment and spread based on common 
characteristics of invaderscharacteristics of invaders

•• Likelihood of exposure to riskLikelihood of exposure to risk
–– Identify potential sources & pathways of entryIdentify potential sources & pathways of entry

•• Consequences of exposure to riskConsequences of exposure to risk
–– Estimate likely harm cause by an invasionEstimate likely harm cause by an invasion
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Prediction of invadersPrediction of invaders
•• Climate matchingClimate matching

•• Predictive models tested using sets of known Predictive models tested using sets of known 
invaders & noninvaders & non--invadersinvaders
–– Reichard 1997 decision tree for woody plantsReichard 1997 decision tree for woody plants
The single best predictor question was…?The single best predictor question was…?
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•• Identify species to be added to advisory Identify species to be added to advisory 
Invasive Plant Lists and State Prohibited Invasive Plant Lists and State Prohibited 
Plant listsPlant lists

•• Potential inclusion in revised QPotential inclusion in revised Q--37 regulation 37 regulation 
would create national prevention mechanismwould create national prevention mechanism

•• Work with horticultural industry to voluntarily Work with horticultural industry to voluntarily 
exclude likely invadersexclude likely invaders

How might predictions be used?How might predictions be used?
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Understanding the prediction of invadersUnderstanding the prediction of invaders

•• Why it will never be 100% correctWhy it will never be 100% correct

•• Why there will be more erroneous rejections of Why there will be more erroneous rejections of 
nonnon--invadersinvaders

–– because invaders occur at a low frequency of because invaders occur at a low frequency of 
all plants and this relates to the “baseall plants and this relates to the “base--rate rate 
effect”effect”
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Rain Showers:Rain Showers:

Hourly baseHourly base--rate of rain:rate of rain:
1 hour in 10 hours.1 hour in 10 hours.

Forecast accuracy 80%. Forecast accuracy 80%. 



Rain  No Rain   Total   CorrectRain  No Rain   Total   Correct

ForecastForecast
RainRain

ForecastForecast
No RainNo Rain

TotalTotal 10       90       10010       90       100

88

22

1818

7272

2626

7474

8/26 = 30%8/26 = 30%

72/74 = 97%72/74 = 97%



Pest plants in FloridaPest plants in Florida

BaseBase--rate = 3%rate = 3%
(weeds in Florida)(weeds in Florida)

Forecast accuracy = 85% Forecast accuracy = 85% 
(optimistic appraisal of WRA) (optimistic appraisal of WRA) 



InvaderInvader NoInvNoInv Total   CorrectTotal   Correct

ForecastForecast
InvaderInvader

(reject)(reject)

ForecastForecast
NonInvNonInv
(accept)(accept)

TotalTotal 60      1,940  2,00060      1,940  2,000

5151

99

291291

1,6491,649

342342

1,6581,658

51/342=15%51/342=15%

99.5%99.5%



Prediction of invadersPrediction of invaders
•• Australian Weed Risk Assessment Australian Weed Risk Assessment --

predictive tool used for regulation in Australia predictive tool used for regulation in Australia 
and New Zealand and New Zealand –– also tested in HI, FL, also tested in HI, FL, 
Czech Republic, JapanCzech Republic, Japan

•• 49 questions (minimum of 10 answered) 49 questions (minimum of 10 answered) ––
climate match; weed elsewhere; harm; climate match; weed elsewhere; harm; 
reproduction; dispersalreproduction; dispersal

•• Add up scores: Add up scores: 
< 1 = accept  < 1 = accept  
1 1 –– 6 = evaluate further6 = evaluate further
> 6 = reject> 6 = reject
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Australia / NZ

Australian WRAAustralian WRA
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Florida test of Australian WRAFlorida test of Australian WRA
•• Tested species in FL that are known:Tested species in FL that are known:

–– Invaders (62) Invaders (62) 
–– Naturalized species in > 0 counties (48)*Naturalized species in > 0 counties (48)*
–– Not escaped = not naturalized in FL (48)*Not escaped = not naturalized in FL (48)*

(* must have been in FL for 50 years)(* must have been in FL for 50 years)
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(1) What percentage of the known invaders did I correctly 
reject and what percentage of those known non-invaders 
did I correctly accept?

(2) What percentage of unknown species run through the 
WRA assessment are likely to be correctly accepted and 
what percentage are likely to be correctly rejected? 

Two ways to report results:
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